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ABSTRACT
Transit times around single stars can be described well by a linear ephemeris. However, transit
times in circumbinary systems are influenced both by the gravitational perturbations and the orbital
phase variations of the central binary star. Adopting a coplanar analog of Kepler-16 as an example,
we find that circumbinary planets can transit the same star more than once during a single planetary
orbit, a phenomenon we call ”tight transits”. In certain geometric, the projected orbital velocity of
the planet and the secondary star can approach zero and change sign, resulting in very long transits
and/or 2-3 transits during a single binary orbit. Whether tight transits are possible for a particular
system depends primarily on the binary mass ratio and the orbital architecture of both the binary
and the planet. We derive a time-dependent criterion to judge when tight transits are possible for any
circumbinary system. These results are verified with full dynamical integrations that also reveal other
tight transit characteristics, i.e., the transit durations and the intervals between tight transits. For the
seven currently known circumbinary systems, we estimate these critical parameters both analytically
and numerically. Due to the mutual inclination between the planet and the binary, tight transits
can only occur across the less massive star B in Kepler-16, -34, -35, and -47 (for both planets). The
long-term average frequency of tight transits (compared to typical transits) for Kepler-16, -34, and -35
are estimated to be several percent. Using full numerical integrations, the next tight transit for each
system is predicted and the soonest example appears to be Kepler-47b and -47c, which are likely to
have tight transits before 2025. These unique and valuable events often deserve special observational
scrutiny.
Subject headings: binaries:eclipsing - planets and satellites: general-stars: individual (Kepler-16A(B),
34A(B), 35A(B), 38A(B), 47A(B), 64A(B), 413A(B))
1. INTRODUCTION
Transits of exoplanets provide us a new way to de-
tect exoplanets and to obtain the ratio of the transit-
ing planetary radius to the occulted stellar radius. As is
well known, transit center times for planets around single
stars can be fitted well linearly, and the small residuals of
linear fitting are known as transit time variations (here-
after TTVs). Analysis of the TTV of a planet around a
single star can provide us additional information about
the multi-planetary systems. For example, TTVs for
planet pairs near the first order mean motion resonances
are well modeled by Lithwick et al. (2012), which pro-
vided a theoretical method to estimate the masses and
eccentricities of planet pairs near the first order mean
motion resonances. A series of papers (Steffen et al.
2012a,b, 2013; Xie 2012; Yang 2013) have confirmed more
than 60 planets and constrain their masses via TTVs
from Kepler data. TTVs of planet pairs in mean mo-
tion resonance are also studied by Agol et al. (2005) and
Boue´ et al. (2012).
However, TTVs of planets around binary stars are very
different from those around single stars. The barycenter
of a binary holds still, but the binary stars orbit around
each other, and the existence of binary companions will
perturb the orbits of planets. The planets around sin-
gle stars can only be perturbed by additional planets
slightly and the transit center times keep linear approx-
imately. However, the TTVs of planets in circumbinary
systems are caused by both the gravitational perturba-
tions and the motions of binary stars. Hitherto, seven
circumbinary systems have been found by the Kepler
space telescope, i.e., Kepler-16 (Doyle et al., 2011), -34,
-35 (Welsh et al., 2012), -38 (Orosz et al., 2012b), -47
(Orosz et al., 2012a), -64 (Schwamb et al. 2013), and -
413 (Kostov et al. 2014). Planet transits in these systems
show much more complex characteristics in observations
(i.e., the duration, depth, and interval of transits) than
those around single stars.
In this paper, we focus on planet transits around cir-
cumbinary stars. If two or three nearby transits have in-
tervals less than one binary period, we call these nearby
transits ”tight transits”, which occur only in circumbi-
nary systems. We interpret the general sketch of tight
transits in Section 2. The characteristics of planetary
transit center times, including the intervals and dura-
tions of transits as well as the profiles of the light curves
are investigated via full three-body integration in Section
3. In Section 4 we interpret how to predict the transits
in the next planet period and estimate the occurrence of
tight transit. We also study the characteristics of tight
transits in the current seven circumbinary systems in Sec-
tion 5. Finally, conclusions and some scientific benefits
of tight transits are discussed in Section 6.
2. TIGHT TRANSITS IN CIRCUMBINARY
SYSTEMS
Considering that the orbits of the binary and planet
are in the same plane, hereafter we denote a, e, ω, f, n as
2the semi-major axis, eccentricity, argument of pericenter,
anomaly, and angular velocity of a Keplerian orbit, with
subscript A,B,P for star A, star B and the planet, re-
spectively. Note that the orbital elements of the planet
are relative to the barycenter of the binary, while ele-
ments of the binary are relative to the massive star A.
The masses of the binary stars are denoted as mA and
mB (mA > mB). If there is only one transit for each star
during one period of the binary orbit, we call it a normal
transit similar to transits in single star systems.
Assuming the stars and a planet are moving in the
X − Z plane, and the line of sight is in the direction
of Z, the transiting planet and the occulted star must
have the same projected position Xtransit in the X-axis
at the transit center times. The TTVs in circumbinary
systems are caused by the variations of Xtransit, which
must be less than 2aB for star B. Consequently, the TTV
for star B must be less than 2aBaPnP if the planet is moving
in a circular orbit with the Keplerian angular velocity
nP = 2pi//rmPeriP, where PeriP is the period of the
planet. Thus, we obtain the TTV of a planet across
star B less than aBpiaPPeriP. In the case of Kepler-16, the
TTV is less than 22 days, which is much larger than a
normal TTV of a planet around single stars. Similiarly,
we can also obtain the upper limits of the TTV of a
planet across star A. The TTVs in circumbinary systems
depend on the semi-major axis ratio of the binary to the
planet. Because the more massive binary star A has a
smaller semi-major axis, the TTV of a planet across star
A is smaller than the less massive binary companion.
However, a more essential difference is, the planet
around circumbinary systems might transit each star
more than once. Taking a coplanar Kepler-16 system
as an example, Figure 1(a) shows that the projected ve-
locities of the planet and star B in the X-axis vary with
time, and there can be three transits in one binary pe-
riod. Obviously, the second transit occurs when the two
yellow regions have the same area S1, and the third tran-
sit occurs when the two green regions have the same area
S2. In the critical case of S1 = 0 or S2 = 0, the first or
last two transits are combined as one transit, and only
two transits occur in one binary period. As shown more
intuitively in Figure 1(b), the binary stars A and B are
moving in the red and black lines respectively. The ve-
locities of the planet and stars projected to the sky (X-
axis) are not the same before the first transit. After the
first transit, if star B has a larger projected velocity in
the X-axis (VBx) than that of the planet (VPx), the sec-
ond transit may occur while star B catches up with the
planet. As star B keeps moving, VBx decreases after the
second transit and will change the direction finally. Con-
sequently, the planet must transit star B for the third
time. There could be three transits during one binary
orbit and we call these transits as ”tight transits”. This
is similar to star A occulted by the planet.
Adopting a random mean anomaly of planet, we also
simulated the transit center times for Kepler-16A and
-16B via coplanar three-body integration, as shown in
Figure 1(c) . Obviously, tight transits can be found as
”plateaus” when star B is occulted in the transit center
time series. Different from star B, there are no tight
transits while star A is occulted, and we will discuss in
detail the necessary condition of the occurrence of tight
transits.
The occurrence of tight transits depends on the archi-
tecture of the binary and planet. As shown in Figure
1(a), a necessary condition is that the maximum pro-
jected velocity of one star is larger than that of the
planet, otherwise the star can not catch up with the
planet and there is only one transit for each star. Us-
ing θP (and θB) to represent the angle between planet
(and star B) and the X-axis at the transit center time,
we have the transit angle of planet θP = ωP + fP and
the transit angle of star B θB = ωB+ fB . The projected
velocity in the X-axis of star B and the planet are
VBx =
√
G(mA +mB)
aAB(1− e2AB)
µA(sin θB + eAB sinωAB), (1)
VPx =
√
G(mA +mB)
aP(1 − e2P)
(sin θP + eP sinωP). (2)
where G is the gravitational constant and µA =
mA/(mA +mB). aAB, eAB, and ωAB represent the semi-
major axis, eccentricity, and argument of pericenter of
star B relative to star A. The perturbations on the bi-
nary orbit from the planet are very small, thus we can as-
sume that aAB, eAB and ωAB are all constants. However,
the perturbations from the binary result in variations of
planetary orbit with time, as pointed by Leung & Lee
(2013), especially eP and ωP, which obviously depend on
time. It is easily known that both VPx and VBx reach the
maximum values at θP = θB = pi/2, i.e., XP = XB = 0.
So we can obtain a criterion parameter QttB = VBx/VPx
for the occurrence of tight transits. In any circumbinary
system with the parameter QttB > 1, i.e., if
QttB = µA
√
aP(1 − e2P(t))
aAB(1− e2AB)
1 + eAB sinωAB
1 + eP(t) sinωP(t)
> 1, (3)
tight transits can occur. We set a time-dependent pa-
rameter z(t) = eP(t) sinωP(t), and because the eccen-
tricity of planet is always small, we expand QttB to
the first order of eP and Equation (3) becomes QttB ≈
QB0(1 − z(t)) > 1. For a given binary system, the tight
transit can occur if
z(t) < 1− 1/QB0. (4)
The occurrence of tight transits depends on the secular
evolution of the planetary orbit. Using Equation (43)
in Leung & Lee (2013), we can analytically estimate the
evolution of z(t) for a given planet around a circumbi-
nary. Equations (1) and (4) are the same for star A, after
replacing the subscripts A and B with each other. Note
that ωBA = ωAB+pi and µB = mB/(mA+mB). Because
star A is more massive than star B, i.e., µA > µB, tight
transits are more likely to occur for star B with a smaller
mass according to Equation (3). Because the secondary
star B usual has a low luminosity, transits around star
B are not easily detected. However, QttB does not de-
pend only on µA. For some eccentric binary with similar
masses, tight transits can also occur and be detected eas-
ily.
In systems where tight transits can occur, taking star
B as an example, we can calculate the critical angle θP
3and θB, while VPx = VBx and XP = XB. There must
be two different solutions of θP and θB between [0,pi] by
solving equations XP = XB and VPx = VBx, i.e.,
cos θP =
aAB
aP
µA
(1− e2AB)(1 + eP cos (θP − ωP))
(1− e2P)(1 + eAB cos (θB − ωAB))
cos θB,
(5)
sin θP =
√
aP(1 − e2P)
aAB(1 − e2AB)
µA(sin θB+eAB sinωAB)−eP sinωP,
(6)
We can easily solve Equations (5) and (6) numerically
for a given circumbinary system with eP(t) and ωP(t).
The solutions will be time dependent. Setting the two
different solutions as θP1, θB1 and θP2, θB2 (assuming
θP1 < θP2, θB1 < θB2 ), we can conclude that the first
transit in tight transits must occur before the planet ar-
rives at θP1. Otherwise, VB > VP when θP ∈ [θP1, θP2],
and the planet can only transit star B after θP2. Ob-
viously, the second transit can only occur between θP1
and θP2, and finally the third transit will occur after
θP2. This characteristics is very important to estimate
the interval of tight transits in the next section.
3. TRANSIT COUNTS, DURATIONS, INTERVALS
AND LIGHT CURVES OF TIGHT TRANSITS
If a planet is transiting a circumbinary only once dur-
ing one binary period, it is hard to decide eP, ωP, and θP
at the transit center time accurately. However, if there
are three tight transits, we have three durations and two
intervals between transits, and there will be much more
accurate constraints of the planet orbit. The motivation
of this section is to show the influences from eP, ωP and
fP on the transit counts, intervals, and durations.
First, we focus on θP at the first transit center time.
According to Equation (5), θP can be converted to θB,
but instead we choose θB(t1) as the variable, which is the
angle of θB when the first transit occurs. The time depen-
dency of θB(t1) will be discussed in Section 4. In this sec-
tion, we will interpret how the transits go from being nor-
mal to being tight transits by scanning θB(t1), while the
initial value of other five orbital elements of planet are set
as observational values. Our coplanar three-body simu-
lation results are shown in Figure 2(a). The four black
dashed lines denote four characteristic angles θ′B3, θ
′′
B3,
θ′B1, and θ
′′
B1, which represent the boundaries of θB(t1)
when Ntransit begins to change. The two red dashed lines
represent the two critical cases according to the two solu-
tions of Equations (5) and (6) with the assumption that
the orbital elements of the planet are equal to their initial
values.
In Figure 2(a), when θB(t1) is small, star B can not
catch up with the planet in X−direction; therefore, only
one transit occurs, i.e., a normal transit. If θB(t1) = θ
′
B3,
the second transit will occur around θB ≈ θB2, where
VPx ≈ VBx. However, in this case, the planet can only
overlap with the edge of star B; therefore, the duration is
very short. When θB(t1) increases, the planet can tran-
sit the center of the star and even go across the stellar
surface. Therefore, the distance traveled by the planet
during this transit increases and thus the duration be-
comes longer and longer, as shown in Figure 2(b). After
the planet goes across the stellar surface at the second
time, the projected velocity of star B in the X-axis will
move in the opposite direction, and consequently a third
transit occurs when the planet catches up with star B.
The region between θ′B3 and θ
′′
B3 is chaotic because of
the perturbation of binary gravities. The velocity of the
planet is perturbed by binary stars, and a tiny variation
of VPx can lead to different Ntransit in this critical region,
where VPx ≈ VBx during the second transit. Another re-
gion between θ′B1 and θ
′′
B1 is similar. Therefore, it is hard
to decide Ntransit (2 or 3) in these two chaotic regions.
As shown in Figures 2(b) and (c), the duration of the
second transit when Ntransit=2 is twice as long as the
duration of the second transit when Ntransit=3. In Fig-
ure 2(c), we consider the second transit when Ntransit=2
as a combination of two bifurcated transits. The dura-
tion has a negative correlation with the size of the over-
lapped region for the two combined transits. The two
transits are separated when θB(t1) = θ
′
B1 or θ
′′
B1 and are
overlapped totally when θB(t1) = θB1. So the duration
has a minimum value when θB(t1) = 60
o.29 as shown
in Figure 2(c). When tight transits occur in a circumbi-
nary system, the smallest transit angle θ′B3 corresponds
to S2 = 0 in Figure 1(a), i.e., the first transit occurs at
the earliest time. Similarly, if S1 = 0, we can also obtain
the largest critical angle θ′′B4, which corresponds the last
transits that occur at the latest time. The relative phases
of the planet and the star have to line up just right with
θB ∈ [θ
′
B3, θ
′′
B4] at the transit center time, so that tight
transits can occur in the current planetary period.
We do not discuss the cases when θB(t1) > θ
′′
B1, be-
cause the first transit must occur while θB(t1) ≤ θ
′′
B1. In
the following, we set the first, second, and third transit
center times as t1, t2, and t3 in tight transits, and the
corresponding angles are θP(t1), θP(t2), and θP(t3) for
planets and θB(t1), θB(t2), andθB(t3) for star B.
The duration of a transit ≈ 1|VPx−VBx| . At the begin-
ning when Ntransit=1, |VPx − VBx| decreases with θB(t1)
before θ′B1, hence the duration of the transit increases.
While Ntransit=2, the second transit (θB(t2) ∈ [θ
′
B3, θ
′′
B3])
or the first transit (θB(t1) ∈ [θ
′
B1, θ
′′
B1]) occurs where
VPx ≈ VBx, and the duration can become as long as
∼4 days. When Ntransit=3, the transit with the longest
duration is bifurcate as two separated transits with a
shorter duration than Ntransit=2. In the case of Kepler-
16, the duration of the second transit is longer than the
other two when Ntransit=3. However, the durations of
tight transits depend on the architectures of binary and
planetary orbits in general cases.
As the definition of tight transits, all transits must
occur in one binary period, PeriAB. Meanwhile, as men-
tioned in Section 2, the first transit occurs before θP1,
and the last one occurs after θP2. Therefore, the interval
of the tight transits (t3− t1) satisfies
PeriAB > t3− t1 >
θP2 − θP1
2pi
PeriP. (7)
The lower limit of (t3 − t1) depends on the solution of
Equations (5) and (6). Note that in Equation (7), we
assume the planet is in a circular orbit. The blue dotted
line in Figure 2(a) shows the lower limit during tight
transits in current Kepler-16 architectures.
To study the profiles of light curves in tight transits,
we choose eight different values of θP(t1) as noted in
Figure 3, covering different cases with Ntransit=1,2, and
43. The limb darkening effect of Kepler-16B is considered
to be the same as Mandel & Agol (2002), adopting the
coefficients c2 = 0.6 and c1 = c3 = c4 = 0. The light
curves in these cases and the intervals between them are
shown in Figure 3. The intervals are calculated as Tin −
Tout, where Tout is the time when the former transit ends
and Tin is the time when the later transit starts. In the
two narrow middle panels of Figure 3, intervals of eight
cases are plotted as circles from top to bottom.
In the case of θB(t1) = 27
o.4, the light curve of the
second transit has a smaller depth than others, because
the impact parameter b changes from 1 to 0.61 and then
increases to 1, i.e., the planet does not go across the cen-
ter of star B. When θB(t1) = 28
o.02, the duration of the
second transit is ∼3 days, much larger than the duration
of the first normal transit of ∼ 0.4 days. The durations
of ”ingress” and ”egress” are ∼0.5 day, much larger than
normal values. There is a bifurcation at θB(t1) = 29
o.10,
and the interval between the second and the third tran-
sit is very small (∼ 0.3314 day). In this critical case,
the asymmetries of the light curves of the last two tran-
sits are obvious. The ”egress” of the second transit and
”ingress” of the third transit are elongated. As we in-
crease θB(t1), the interval between the last two transits
increases while the interval between the first two tran-
sits changes contrarily. Another bifurcation comes out
at θB(t1) = 51
o.38.
Considering the variations of eP and ωP in a long
timescale, the solutions of Equations (5) and (6) change,
i.e., the same θB(t1) will lead to different characteris-
tics of transits due to the different characteristic angles
θ′B3, θ
′′
B3, θ
′
B1, and θ
′′
B1. However, during one observa-
tion of tight transits shorter than PeriAB, we can also
assume that eP and ωP are independent of time, i.e., the
four characteristic angles remain constant. The analysis
above is still applicable by changing the values of four
characteristic angles.
4. TIME DEPENDENCY AND OCCURRENCE OF
TIGHT TRANSIT
We have investigated some critical characteristics of
tight transits. Another interesting question is how can
we predict tight transits based on an observed transit?
In this section, we will discuss the criterion of a tight
transit in the next planet period based on the previous
θB(t1).
Assuming a transit is observed at the current epoch, we
can obtain the transit angle θB0 at the observed transit
center time. As pointed in Section 3, if θB0 ∈ [θ
′
B3, θ
′′
B4],
tight transits will occur in the current binary period.
We set θP0 as the transit angles of the planet while the
first transit occurs. T1 represents the remainder of PeriP
divided by PeriAB, where T1 ∈ (−PeriAB/2,PeriAB/2],
and PeriP is the mean period of the next Keplerian orbit,
i.e., after PeriP, the planet still has the same position
with the angle of θP0. Similarly, star B has the same
position with the angle of θB0 after several PeriAB. In
the next period of the planet, when transit occurs the
transit angles of the planet θP1 and star B θB1 must
satisfy ∫ θP1
θP0
dθP
θ˙P
+ T1 =
∫ θB1
θB0
dθB
θ˙B
. (8)
The perturbation from the planet on a binary orbit
can be ignored; therefore, θ˙B = nAB(1 + eAB cos(θB −
ωAB))
2(1 − e2AB)
1/2, where nAB is the Keplerian angu-
lar velocity of the binary. θ˙P = f˙P + ω˙P, the pertur-
bation of the binary, makes θ˙P different from Keplerian
motion. One of the most complex challenges is to de-
rive an analytical expression of θ˙P, which depends on
the initial binary orbital phase θB0. A much easier way
to obtain accurate θ˙P is by performing three-body simu-
lations. Combining Equations (5) and (8), we can solve
θB1 and θP1. If θB1 ∈ [θ
′
B3, θ
′′
B4], the tight transits will
occur in the next period of the planet.
If T1 = 0, we can easily obtain θB1 = θB0 according to
Equations (5) and (8). Generally, we can always obtain
an integer j, which makes Tj = j ∗ PeriP mod PeriAB
small, i.e., Tj/PeriAB ∼ 0. In the case of Tj/PeriAB ∼ 0.
We set a small value of dθB = θB1 − θB0, and Equation
(8) becomes
dθP
θ˙P
+ Tj =
dθB
θ˙B
. (9)
Noting that dθB and dθP are therefore small in such a
short timescale, we can adopt
θ˙B ≈ nAB(1 + 2eAB cos(θB − ωAB)) +O(e
2
AB), (10)
θ˙P ≈ nP(1 + 2eP cos(θP − ωP)) +O(e
2
P). (11)
The differentiation of Equation (5) is
− µAaAB(1 − e
2
AB)
sin θB + eAB sinωAB
(1 + eAB cos(θB − ωAB))2
dθB
= −aP(1− e
2
P)
sin θP + eP sinωP
(1 + eP cos(θP − ωP))2
dθP
(12)
Note that Equations (9)-(12) are available only if
Tj/PeriAB is small. Assuming the planets in circumbi-
nary systems have small eccentricities, we ignore the
terms containing eP and only reserve the first order terms
of eAB = 0. Meanwhile, θP ∼ 90
o when the planet tran-
sits each binary star. Approximately, we can obtain
dθB =
2pi · (Tj/PeriAB)(1 + 2eAB cos(θB − ωAB))
1− µA(
PeriP
PeriAB
)1/3(sin θB + eAB sinωAB)
(13)
Equation (13) is invalid when the denominator is small,
because dθB becomes large in such a condition. In
Kepler-16 systems, taking j = 2, we have T2/PeriAB =
2PeriP/PeriAB = 0.137, which means θB changes to
θB+ dθB every two planetary periods. This is why there
are several tight transits that occur every two PeriP in
Figure 1(c).
The possibility of a transit with transit angle θB is
p(θB) ∝ 1/|dθB|, i.e.,
p(θB) ∝ |
1− µA(
PeriP
PeriAB
)1/3(sin θB + eAB sinωAB)
1 + 2eAB cos(θB − ωAB)
| (14)
Neglecting the terms of eAB, Equation (14) is simplified
as
p(θB) ∝ |1− µA(
PeriP
PeriAB
)1/3 sin θB|. (15)
Here we must emphasize that Equation (15) is only avail-
able when both eAB and eP are small.
5According to Equation (15), the possibility becomes
minimum or maximum when θB = 90
o or 270o, re-
spectively. Since tight transits will occur when θB ∈
[θ′B3, θ
′′
B4], the occurrence rate of tight transits must be
smaller than
θ′′
B4
−θ′
B3
2pi because the possibility of θB is sinu-
soidal. Using a coplanar three-body model, we simulate
the transits in Kepler-16, -34, and 35 systems in 104 yr
(Kepler-38, -47, and -64 systems will be discussed in Sec-
tion 5). The fraction of tight transits can be obtained,
and we can also count the possibility of different transit
angles θB. Figure 4 shows the possibilities of different
θB in Kepler-16, -34, and -35 systems. Obviously, the
distributions in Kepler-16 and -35 systems correspond
with our estimated probability in Equation (15). The
occurrence rates of tight transits ftt in Kepler-16 and
-35 systems are 7.1% and 2.9%, respectively. Because
of eAB = 0.52 in the Kepler-34 system, it is not suit-
able to estimate p(θB) via Equation (15), especially when
p(θB) ∼ 0. Based on our simulation, ftt = 11.2%, i.e.,
11.6% transits events in Kepler-34 are tight transits. It
is easier to detect the tight transits in Kepler-16 and -34
systems rather than in Kepler-35 systems.
5. CURRENT SEVEN CIRCUMBINARY SYSTEMS
Currently, seven circumbinary systems have been de-
tected by the Kepler space telescope, and only a few
transits are observed for each planet in these systems.
The former studies are all based on a coplanar model. In
this section, we consider the real architecture of each sys-
tem and check if the tight transits for each star can occur
in these systems by three-body integrations. The mutual
inclination between the binary and planet is ∆i ∼ 0.01.
The influences on the projected velocity due to the mu-
tual inclination is as small as cos(pi/2)−cos(pi/2−∆i) ∼
∆i2. However, mutual inclination will decide whether
the planet can transit the binary stars or not.
The criterion parameters QttA and QttB are listed in
Table 1. We also simulate the maximum |z| in 100 yr
due to perturbations of the binary. Tight transits for the
massive star A in all seven systems are forbidden because
QttA < 1 even when z = −|z|max. Setting z = |z|max,
all the other six systems with QttB > 1 allow the occur-
rence of tight transits for the less massive star B, except
Kepler-413. However, considering the mutual inclination
between the planet and star B, planets in Kepler-38 and
-64 can not transit star B because the projected orbits
of the planet and star B do not overlap. Therefore, tight
transits can occur in the real Kepler-16, -34, -35, and -47
systems. The corresponding solutions of Equations (5)
and (6) for each system with eP0 and ωP0 are also listed
in Table 1 as a reference of characteristic angles. When
the transit angle θB(t1) is in the range of [θ
′
B3, θ
′′
B1], the
tight transits must occur. It is easy to understand that
the larger QttB is, the larger the range of [θB1, θB1] is,
because the QttB represents the degree of difficulty of
tight transits. Meanwhile, Kepler-47c has the largest re-
gion from −56o.38 to 38o.32 for tight transit due to the
largest QttB = 2.5221 with the current architecture. We
also predict when the most recent tight transits begin in
these systems in the last row in Table 1. Assuming the
eccentricities of two planets are 0, Kepler-47 will have an
earliest tight transits while Kepler-16, -34, and -35 need
to wait quite a long time for the first tight transits.
In the real Kepler-47 system, eP and ωP of the two
planets are not determined, and we only have eP < 0.035
for Kepler-47b and eP < 0.411 for Kepler-47c. Setting
eP = 0 and ωP = 0 for Kepler-47b, we scanned eP sin(ωP)
and eP cos(ωP) of Kepler-47c and estimate the most re-
cent date that tight transits occur via full four-body in-
tegrations. The most recent date for Kepler-47b and -
47c are shown in Figure 5, although the transits around
the faint star Kepler-47B are not easily detected. In
most cases, tight transits will occur before 2024 for both
Kepler-47b and -47c. In particular, Kepler-47c can ex-
perience tight transits before 2016 in some cases. Only
if the eccentricity of Kepler-47c is larger than 0.25, the
tight transits likely occur after 2024. Note that the large
purple region in the left panel of Figure 5 does not mean
there are no differences. In most cases of the purple re-
gion, the most tight transits begin on 2020 September 15,
with a small difference less than 9 hr. It indicates that
the small eccentricity of Kepler-47c can only influence the
tight transits of Kepler-47b to a limited degree, which is
still detectable. It is good for us to focus on Kepler-
47 systems over the next 2 yr, since this will probably
provide us more constraints on this system via observed
characteristics of tight transits.
6. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
We use a coplanar Kepler-16 circumbinary system to
exemplify the occurrence of tight transits in general cir-
cumbinary systems in Section 2. We obtain a necessary
criterion to judge when tight transits can occur in a cir-
cumbinary system, as shown in Equation (4). If tight
transits can occur, there are two bifurcations near the
regions where the projected velocities of the planet and
star B in the X-axis are equal. The transit count changes
at the two bifurcations. The durations, light curves and
interval between tight transits in coplanar Kepler-16 sys-
tem are shown in Figures 2 and 3. As shown in Equation
(7), the interval of the tight transits must be less than
the period of the binary and larger than a variable mini-
mum interval. The durations of tight transits can become
much longer than a normal transit, thus tight transits
can be detected easily. Using the observational data in
tight transits will improve the accuracy of the planetary
orbit. The tight transits are not likely to occur contin-
uously unless PeriP ∼ j · PeriAB. As shown in Equation
(15), we can estimate the occurrence of tight transits by
integral θB from θ
′
B3 to θ
′′
B1. Figure 4 shows the distribu-
tions of θB at transit center times in 10
4 yr in Kepler-16,
-34, and -35 systems as well as the occurrence rate of
tight transits. We have investigated the tight transits in
the current seven circumbinary systems. Some orbital
parameters of seven detected circumbinary systems are
listed in Table 1, as well as some critical angles and cri-
terion parameters. Considering the mutual inclinations
between the planet and the binary, tight transits can oc-
cur when Kepler-16b, -34b, -35b, and -47b transit their
own star B. We also predict the occurrence time of the
most recent tight transits in these systems in the next
100 yr, which are listed in the last row of Table 1. Al-
though the eccentricity of Kepler-47c is uncertain, it is
probable that tight transits will occur before 2024 for
both Kepler-47b and -47c, according to Figure 5.
Tight transits provide more constraints to the archi-
tectures of binary and planetary orbits. If tight tran-
6sits are observed, a good way to minimize the error of
eP, ωP and fP is by fitting the transit properties. As the
Earth-like planets can be formed in circumbinary sys-
tems (Gong et al., 2013) and habitable Earths are sta-
ble in some of these systems (Liu et al., 2013), the ad-
ditional habitable Earth in these systems will perturb
the orbits of the current planets. Although the pertur-
bation is small, the differences of transit time can be
enlarged and become observable during tight transits.
Similarly, perturbation from an exomoon is also possi-
ble to be detected during tight transits. The duration
of about 3 days also makes the detection of an exomoon
easy based on the simulation of transit light curves by
Kipping et al. (2009) and Simon & Szabo´ (2009).
As pointed out in Section 3, the tight transits can have
a long duration or ”ingress/egress” during one transit.
With a fixed observation cadence, we can obtain more
data during a single transit. The long ”ingress/egress”
during tight transits allow us to detect the oblateness of
planets that can be used to constrain the rotation rate
of the planet (Seager & Hui, 2002; Winn et al., 2009;
Ragozzine & Wolf, 2009). Starspots and limb darken-
ing effects are also suitable for investigate during tight
transit because the planets go through the star surface
much slower than a normal transit and more observation
data can be obtained during tight transits.
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7TABLE 1
Orbital Parameters and Critical Angles of Tight Transits in the Seven Circumbinary Systems.
.
Kepler-16b Kepler-34b Kepler-35b Kepler-38b Kepler-47b Kepler-47c Kepler-64b Kepler-413ba
PeriAB(day) 41.079220 27.7958103 20.733667 18.79537 7.44837695 7.44837695 20.000214 10.1161114
PeriP(day) 228.776 288.822 131.455 105.595 49.514 303.158 138.506 66.262
eAB 0.15944 0.52 0.1421 0.1032 0.0234 0.0234 0.2165 0.0365
eP0 0.0069 0.182 0.042 0.016 0.0 0.0 0.0539 0.1181
ωAB 263.464 71.4 82.276 268.68 212.3 212.3 217.6 279.54
ωP0(deg) 318 7.9 63.43 200 0.0 0.0 348 94.6
QttA
b 0.4722(1 − z) 0.6386(1 − z) 0.7669(1 − z) 0.4099(1 − z) 0.4907(1 − z) 0.8975(1 − z) 0.4822(1 − z) 0.7722(1 − z)
QttB 1.1681(1 − z) 1.9343(1 − z) 1.1146(1 − z) 1.2699(1 − z) 1.3788(1 − z) 2.5221(1 − z) 1.3253(1 − z) 1.0865(1 − z)
z =(now) 0.0046 0.025 0.037 -0.0055 0.0 0.0 0.011 0.1177
|z|max c 0.09 0.23 0.08 0.05 0.028 0.0024 0.142 0.15
flagtB
d 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1
θB1(deg)
e 60.29 18.05 67.02 52.77 46.11 23.79 50.49 -
θB2(deg) 119.66 162.01 112.98 127.23 133.85 156.21 129.17 -
θP1(deg) 82.03 86.55 86.93 80.65 81.44 86.63 80.48 -
θP2(deg) 97.78 94.44 93.10 99.37 98.32 93.25 97.29 -
θ′
B3
(deg) 27.02 5.79 33.01 10.59 -2.13 -56.38 11.39 -
θ′′
B4
(deg) 151.92 206.67 146.02 167.62 181.22 237.82 181.15 -
Datef 2089 Jan 29 2048 Apr 12 >2114 year FlagtB = 0 2020 Sep 18 2021 Jan 19 FlagtB = 0 Forbidden
aData of binary stars and planets used in this table are all from Doyle et al., (2011), Welsh et al., (2012), Orosz et al., (2012b), Orosz et al.,
(2012b), Orosz et al., (2012a), Schwamb et al. (2013), and Kostov et al. (2014), respectively.
bQttA and QttB is calculated via Equation (3), z = eP(t) sinωP(t).
cThe maximum |z| in 100 yr due to dynamical secular evolution via integration.
dFlagtB=1 (or 0) means the projected orbits of the planet and star B are (or are not) overlapped considering the evolution of mutual
inclination in 100 yr, i.e., the planet can (or can not) transit star B in the current architecture in 100 yr.
eAll these angles are calculated using the current eP0 and ωP0
fThe time of the most recent tight transits of planet across star B in 100 yr by three-body integration fully.
8Fig. 1.— (a) Projected velocities of the planet (blue) and star B (black) vary with time in the Kepler-16 system. The vertical dotted
lines represent three transits in one binary period. The area of yellow and green regions are S1 and S2, respectively. (b) An intuitive view
of tight transits. The three black lines with arrows represent the positions of the transiting planet and occulted star B in three different
transits, while the two red dashed lines represent the place where the projected velocity of planet VPx and star B VBx in the X-axis are
equal. (c) The transit center time series when the planet transits star A (blue square) and B (red circle) in coplanar Kepler-16 architectures.
The ”plateaus” represent tight transits of the planet across star B.
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Fig. 2.— (a) Transit counts (Ntransit), transit center time (time), and duration (tdur) of coplanar Kepler-16 architectures are varying with
θB(t1). The transit counts are plotted on the top left panel. If Ntransit > 1, tight transits occur. The red, black, and blue lines represent
the transit center time of the first, second and third transits, respectively. The durations of each transit are plotted as the gray region. The
four black dashed lines represent the boundaries of θB(t1) where Ntransit begin to change while the two red dashed lines represent the two
critical values θB3 and θB1. (b) The enlarged plot between θ
′
B3
and θ′′
B3
. The duration of the second transit when Ntransit = 3 becomes
half of that when Ntransit = 2. (c) The same with panel (b), but in the region from θ
′
B1
to θ′′
B1
.
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Fig. 3.— Light curves of transits of coplanar Kepler-16 architectures when θB(t1) = 25
o.00, 27o.40, 28o.02, 29o.10, 40o.00, 51o.38, 55o.00,
and 60o.29 from top to bottom, respectively. Dashed horizontal lines mean there is no transit and the light curves are exactly constant.
The cases of Ntransit=1, 2, and 3 are distinguished by black, blue, and red lines. The intervals of nearby transits are also plotted in the
two narrow middle panels between light curves, and the eight black dots correspond to the eight cases from top to bottom.
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Fig. 4.— Possibilities of different transit angles θB in coplanar Kepler-16, -34, and -35 systems. The occurrence fraction of tight transit
ftt is 7.1%, 11.6%, and 2.9% in these three systems, respectively. Note that the possibilities are sinusoidal rather than uniform; therefore,
ftt is much smaller than
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2pi
. The profiles of p(θB) correspond with Equation (15), except the Kepler-34 system because of the large
eAB = 0.52.
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Fig. 5.— Most recent data for when tight transits of Kepler-47b (left) and -47c(right) occur. In our full four-body integrations, the
eccentricity and the argument of pericenter of Kepler-47b are fixed as 0 according to the observational limitation of eP < 0.035. Meanwhile
eP sin(ωP) and eP cos(ωP) of Kepler-47c are scanned, with the observational limitation of eP < 0.411. Our results show that Kepler-47c
can experience tight transits before 2016; meanwhile, tight transits will occur between 2016 and 2024 for Kepler-47b in most cases. Note
that in most cases of the purple region in the left panel, the most recent tight transits occur on 2020 September 15, with a small variation
(< 9 hr) due to different eccentricities and ω of Kepler-47c. These small differences are not represented in this figure but are detectable.
